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Yes.  She gets the pay grade bump on both positions.  

Aide III is pay grade C, accountant I is pay grade D.  She gets one pay 
grade higher than the highest, so she is paid for 1.0 FTE at pay grade E.
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No.  LPNs are hired for this purpose so they do not get the pay grade bump 
for specialized healthcare.
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According to WVC 18A-4-2c, these personnel are entitled to an additional 
supplement of $2,000 per year.  Once a national board certified teacher 
becomes eligible for the additional payment, the teacher remains eligible for 
5 consecutive years of employment at the same school and in the same 
assignment, regardless of a subsequent change in the designation of the 
school as a persistently low performing school.

The teacher may become eligible again at the same school if it continues to 
be persistently low performing or at a different persistently low performing 
school, but no sooner than five years from the beginning of a previous 
eligibility.

If the teacher’s NBPTS certificate is no longer valid, they would no longer be 
entitled to the additional $2,000 supplement.
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Report her with a national certification code of “1” or a “Z” addendum code of 
ZNBPTS.  Since she did not attend the mentor training course held by 
WVCPD, Jennifer is not eligible to receive the additional $2,000 salary 
supplement for being a NBPTS Mentor at a persistently low performing 
school.  Jennifer also could not be assigned mentoring duties if she had not 
completed the required 2 day training.

If she had completed the training by October 1, 2018, she would be listed 
with either a national certification code of “7” or “Z” addendum codes of 
ZNBPTS and ZNBMEN.
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Retirement code required even if employee is not a member of retirement 
system (enter 0).

Certification code should be entered if certificate is pending as of October 1.  
Leave this field blank ONLY if the employee does not have a valid or 
pending certificate for the position assigned.  In this case, the funding source 
must not be funding source 1.  You will most likely have to request an 
override from the Office of School Finance to submit your certified list 
because a missing certification code is considered a critical error. 
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109 (Child Nutrition Director), this is NOT state aid eligible.
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214 – Classroom Teacher High School.   

What if Savannah only had her Adult Permit (certificate 85)?   In that case, 
she does not have the proper license for position code 214.  While she 
should still be listed as position code 214, she must be changed to a funding 
source 4 since she does not meet the qualifications to be eligible for state 
aid funding. 
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Olivia should be reported in position code 210 – Pre-Kindergarten 
Classroom teacher.   She should not be reported in position code 215 –
Special Education Classroom Teacher. 
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The administrative certificate, 01, for example.
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NO.    A comment is not enough.  The certificate MUST be entered.  Use the 
code you expect to receive when the application is processed.  

This is a critical error that will stop submission of the certified list to WVDE. 
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1 – years of experience for state aid funding purposes can only be years of 
actual teaching experience regardless of how many years the county 
recognizes for the employee’s pay scale.
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Ed Level = AS

Ed Bonus = 10 (WVEIS Code or 120 Z-addenda code)

Carla unfortunately will only get the $40 bonus one time for the associate 
degree – the second associate degree does not qualify her for an additional 
degree level bonus, but it does allow her to have the additional pay for the 
extra hours. 
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Educational Level = BAA

Educational Bonus = BA15 (z-addenda code)
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If you were to include the adult stipend and split code the teacher between 
217 and 219, it would apportion the FTE between the two position codes.  
That wouldn’t be appropriate since the teacher is truly one FTE as a 217.  
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If no substitute fills the position on October 1st, you cannot include the 
position on the Certified List.
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Aide III is pay grade C

Supv gives one pay grade bump up to D

You must show her in position 503 with a pay grade of D – and flag supv as 
Y.  The computer won’t add a pay grade bump to the C that corresponds with 
the position code – you must do that yourself.
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0 years of experience
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0 years of experience
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Please be sure to contact OSF before submitting an override request.  Last
year was the third year for this process and there was still some confusion.  
We received several override requests for situations where a county should 
have simply been adding a comment to a warning or where a true error still 
existed and additional corrections were required.    
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